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Supreme Court to Decide if Security Screening 
Time is Compensable Under FLSA
by Gia F. colunga, Esq. 
Freeborn & Peters

What do warehouse workers and government employees have in common?  Both may have hit the 
jackpot because of the time they spend passing through security screenings before or after a shift, 
given the recent ruling by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals that such time is compensable under 
the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 201.  

the 2nd and 11th circuits previously have held otherwise though, and the government and businesses 
alike think the 9th Circuit has strayed too far from the governing statutory language and precedent.  

As a result, the U.S. Supreme Court will review the 9th Circuit’s decision this term.  the outcome of 
this case, Integrity Staffing Solutions Inc. v. Busk, No. 13-433, cert. granted (U.S. mar. 3, 2014), will affect 
countless employees nationwide who must go through security screenings before or after work.

thE caSE FactS

the plaintiffs, Jesse Busk and Laurie Castro, are former employees of defendant Integrity Staffing 
Solutions Inc., which provides warehouse space and staffing to other companies.  As hourly 
employees at a warehouse in Las Vegas, the plaintiffs filled orders placed by customers of Amazon.
com.  At the end of the shift each day, the defendant required them to pass through a security 
clearance for which they were not compensated.  the plaintiffs and their co-workers allegedly had to 
wait up to 25 minutes to be searched and pass through the metal detectors.  the security clearance 
was necessary to minimize employee theft from the warehouse.  

In 2010, the plaintiffs filed suit, seeking back pay, overtime and double damages under the FLSA 
for the time spent in security screening after the end of their work shifts.  the defendant filed a 
motion to dismiss, arguing that the time spent passing through security was not compensable under  
the FLSA.  the U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada agreed and dismissed the claims.  the 
plaintiffs appealed to the 9th Circuit.   

9th circUit 

the 9th Circuit issued its decision April 12, 2013.1  to determine whether the time that the plaintiffs 
spent passing through the security clearance was compensable, the appeals court first examined 
the governing language of the FLSA as amended by the portal-to-portal Act of 1947.  

this act states that time spent on activities “preliminary” or “postliminary” to the “principal activity 
or activities” that the employee “is employed to perform” is not compensable.  the preliminary and 
postliminary activities are still compensable under the portal-to-portal Act if they are “integral and 
indispensable” to an employee’s principal activities.  

the 9th Circuit then defined “integral and indispensable” as “necessary to the principal work 
performed” and “done for the benefit of the employer.” 
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Applying this definition to the facts at hand, the 9th Circuit concluded the time that the plaintiffs 
spent passing through security was compensable.  the security clearances were “necessary to 
the employees’ primary work as warehouse workers and done for Integrity’s benefit” because 
the employer required these clearances to prevent theft, the 9th Circuit held.  the purpose 
of preventing employee theft is also why the 9th Circuit found the 2nd and 11th circuit cases 
addressing security clearances distinguishable.  

the 9th Circuit ruled that the cases were distinguishable because “everyone who entered the 
workplace had to pass through a security clearance” and, thus, the security clearances in those 
cases were not “put in place because of the nature of the employee’s work.”  

In contrast, the 9th Circuit held that Integrity “requires the screening to prevent employee 
theft, a concern that stems from the nature of the employees’ work (specifically, their access to 
merchandise).”  the 9th Circuit therefore ruled that the District Court erred in assuming that the 
2nd and 11th circuit cases created a blanket rule that security clearances were not compensable 
and in failing to assess the plaintiffs’ claims under the “integral and indispensable” test.  As a 
result, the 9th Circuit reversed the dismissal of the plaintiffs’ claims.        

PEtitiOn FOr certiorari

the defendants filed a petition for writ of certiorari, presenting the question of “whether time spent 
in security screenings is compensable under the FLSA as amended by the portal-to-portal Act.”  In 
the petition, the defendants pointed to the split among the 9th, 2nd and 11th circuits as the reason 
for review.  

the defendants also argued that the 9th Circuit’s decision would flood the courts with FLSA 
collective actions across the country.  on march 3, the Supreme Court granted the petition.  

StatUtOry hiStOry and GEnEraL LaW

Congress enacted the FLSA in 1938 to address labor conditions that were “detrimental” to the 
general health and well-being of American workers.2  the FLSA therefore imposed a minimum 
wage for many jobs and required time-and-a-half pay for any “work” beyond the 40-hour 
“workweek,” as a general rule.3  the FLSA failed to define the terms “work” and “workweek” 
though, so lawsuits quickly arose over what types of activities constituted “work” during the 
“workweek” under the FLSA.

In 1946, in Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., the Supreme Court held that the workweek 
included “all time during which an employee is necessarily required to be on the employer’s 
premises,” and thus activities such as waiting in line to punch a time clock in and out, walking to a 
work station, putting on aprons and overalls and preparing work areas constituted compensable 
time.4  this decision spawned FLSA actions nationwide seeking billions of dollars for tasks 
performed before or after a shift on company property.

In may 1947, Congress responded with an amendment to the FLSA: the portal-to-portal Act.  
this amendment was necessary, Congress stated, because the Mt. Clemens construction of 
the FLSA ignored “long-established customs, practices, and contracts between employers 
and employees.”5  Furthermore, the fallout of Mt. Clemens had resulted in “wholly unexpected 
liabilities, immense in amount and retroactive in operation” that threatened to “give rise to great 
difficulties in the sound and orderly conduct of business and industry.”6  

the portal-to-portal Act hence altered which activities constituted compensable work during the 
workweek.  In particular, the act precludes liability for the time in which an employee is:

• Walking, riding or traveling to and from the actual place of performance of the principal 
activity or activities which such employee is employed to perform”; or

• Engaged in “activities which are preliminary to or postliminary to [the employee’s] principal 
activity or activities.”  

The outcome of integrity 
staffing solutions inc. v. 
Busk will affect countless 
employees nationwide 
who must go through 
security screenings before 
or after work.
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Shortly thereafter, the Supreme Court explained that a preliminary and postliminary activity is 
compensable under the FLSA, as amended by the portal-to-portal Act, only if it is “an integral 
and indispensable part of the principal activities” for which the employee was hired, such that it 
is a principal activity itself.7  

Since that time, courts regularly have precluded employer liability for preliminary and 
postliminary activities that are not “an integral and indispensable part of the principal activities” 
of the employee.  Indeed, as recently as 2005, the Supreme Court applied the “integral and 
indispensable” standard and ruled that the time spent waiting to obtain protective equipment 
before putting it on at the start of a shift was not compensable “work.”8

thE ‘intEGraL and indiSPEnSabLE’ Standard

Both parties in Integrity Staffing, the various nonparties who filed amicus briefs and even the 9th 
Circuit are largely in agreement on the above.  their interpretation of the law differs, however, 
with respect to the role of the integral-and-indispensable standard in assessing liability for 
preliminary and postliminary tasks.

the defendant (and the United States in an amicus curiae brief) argues that there must be a 
close and direct relationship between the principal activity and the activity in question for it 
to be integral and indispensable and thus compensable.  the defendant points out that the 
regulations define the employee’s “principal activities” as the “work of consequence performed 
for an employer” and activities that are “indispensable to the performance of productive work.”9  

Similarly, the Supreme Court defined the workday generally as beginning and ending with 
the “primary productive activity.”10 the defendant contends therefore that preliminary and 
postliminary activities are compensable under the FLSA only if they are integral and indispensable 
to the productive work the employee was hired to perform.

In contrast, the 9th Circuit defined an integral and indispensable activity as one that is “necessary 
to the principal work performed” and “done for the benefit of the employer.”  the appeals court 
did not tie the definition of “integral and indispensable” to productive work at all.   Rather, so 
long as the activity “stems from the nature of the employees’ work,” the 9th Circuit viewed it as 
meeting the integral-and-indispensable activity standard and was compensable.

the plaintiffs offer a third, alternative view of the integral-and-indispensable standard.  they 
argue that this standard, as defined by defendants, is “merely one method” of establishing that 
an activity was a principal activity and hence compensable.11  

An activity also will qualify as a compensable principal activity, the plaintiffs contend, if it is 
required by the employer and done for the employer’s benefit.  In other words, the plaintiffs 
convert the 9th Circuit’s test for “integral and indispensable” into an independent means for 
treating preliminary and postliminary activities as being compensable, even when they are not 
integral and indispensable to the principal activities.

therefore, the Supreme Court’s key task in Integrity Staffing is to determine what constitutes an 
integral-and-indispensable activity and the role of the “integral and indispensable” standard.  

According to the defendant’s definition, the security screening that plaintiffs go through each day 
after their shifts is not compensable since the principal activities (and productive work) for which 
plaintiffs were hired relate to retrieving items from inventory to fill online orders, and the security 
screenings occur off the warehouse floor after their productive work is complete.  

the 9th Circuit’s definition, in contrast, renders the security screening compensable because the 
defendant required the screening and it was put in place because of the nature of the plaintiffs’ 
work — i.e., access to warehouse merchandise.  

Similarly, according to the plaintiffs’ alternative view of the integral-and-indispensable standard, 
the screening is compensable as work mandated by the employer and for the employer’s benefit.  

The Portal-to-Portal Act of 
1947 states that time spent  
on activities “preliminary” or 
“postliminary” to the “principal 
activity or activities” that the 
employee “is employed to 
perform” is not compensable.  
The activities are still 
compensable, however,  
if they are “integral and 
indispensable” to an 
employee’s principal activities.
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2nd and 11th circUit dEciSiOnS

the Supreme Court also will examine the decisions of the 2nd and 11th circuits, both of which 
held that the time spent in security screenings is not compensable under the FLSA.  the 9th 
Circuit’s ruling directly conflicts with these decisions.  However, the 9th Circuit and the plaintiffs 
distinguished both decisions because the security screenings were not limited to employees, and 
in one case the screenings were required by the government, not the employer.  

In Gorman v. Consolidated Edison Corp., the 2nd Circuit held that the time spent by employees of a 
nuclear plant in “ingress and egress security procedures” was not compensable under the FLSA.12  

In reaching this holding, the 2nd Circuit ruled that the security screenings are not the principal 
activities of employment even though they are “necessary in the sense that they are required and 
serve the essential purpose of security” because they are “not integral to principal work activities.”  

the 2nd Circuit in fact stated that security-related activities are “modern paradigms of the 
preliminary and postliminary activities described in the portal-to-portal Act.”  Furthermore, the 
2nd Circuit distinguished security screenings from the types of preliminary and postliminary 
activities that have been compensable in the past, such as sharpening of knives by a butcher or 
testing of equipment by an X-ray technician, such activities were necessary for the employee’s 
productive work.  

However, the 2nd Circuit did note that even visitors must endure the same security measures  
and pointed to this as further proof that the security screenings were not the employees’  
principal activities.

In Bonilla v. Baker Concrete Construction, the 11th Circuit held that the time spent by construction 
workers going through a security screening at the miami International Airport was not 
compensable.13  to reach this conclusion, the 11th Circuit expressly stated that the integral-and-
indispensable standard “is not a but-for test of casual necessity.”  

the 11th Circuit explained that “[i]f mere casual necessity was sufficient to constitute a 
compensable activity, all commuting would be compensable because it is a practical necessity 
for all workers to travel from their homes to their jobs.”  the 11th Circuit refused to permit the 
plain text of the portal-to-portal Act to be “swallowed by an all-inclusive definition of ‘integral 
and indispensable.’”  

the 11th Circuit also noted that the security screenings were not for the “benefit of the employer” 
because they were required by the Federal Aviation Administration rather than the employer.  

iMPLicatiOnS

Since 9/11, security screenings have been routinely required in the American workplace.  
Employees who work in skyscrapers, corporate campuses, government buildings, museums, 
power plants and countless other places across the country often must go through security 
screenings.  Some security screenings occur only upon entering the building, whereas others 
occur at both entry and exit.  

Regardless, before the 9th Circuit decision, the time spent going through such security screenings 
was not compensable under the FLSA.  the existence of security screening and the time spent 
going through it was simply one factor a prospective employee considered when choosing 
whether to take a particular job.

the 9th Circuit ruling changed this, however, and it spawned FLSA collective actions regarding 
security screenings across the country.  In fact, large collective actions for time spent in security 
screenings already have been filed against CVS, Apple and Amazon.com, all within the short 
amount of time since the 9th Circuit’s ruling.

this ruling caused various business groups such as the National Retail Federation to file amicus 
briefs in Integrity Staffing, asking the Supreme Court to reverse the 9th Circuit’s decision and find 
security screenings non-compensable.  

The 9th Circuit concluded 
that the time spent passing  
through security was 
compensable since the 
clearances were “necessary 
to the employees’ primary 
work … and done for 
Integrity’s benefit” because 
the employer required these 
clearances to prevent theft.
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Similarly, the United States and various governmental associations such as the National League 
of Cities and the National Association of Counties filed amicus briefs, fearing the 9th Circuit’s 
expansion of employer FLSA liability, especially because state and local governments employ 
more Americans than any private employer in the country and often require security screenings.  

this, therefore, is one of the rare occasions when government and businesses alike have uniformly 
united.  As the Supreme Court analyzes the applicable precedent and statutory language,  
this union and the far-reaching implications of the 9th Circuit’s decision undoubtedly also will  
be factors. 
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